
Abstract
OOver the last several years, our research group has worked to develop control and 
modeling methods for large-scale, deformable, pneumac, robot manipulators. In 
parallel, we have also worked to understand how teams of human agents 
successfully communicate intent and reach consensus while co-manipulang large 
objects (in terms of volume, or mass, or both). In this talk, I will present a brief 
overview of so robot control problem and the human-robot co-manipulaon 
problem. Then I will share approaches (e.g. sampling-based MPC, learned models, 
adaadapve control) that we have used in opmal control and machine learning to 
improve on state-of-the-art methods. We expect these advances to be essenal for 
improving the performance of our so robots for real-world tasks such as servicing 
satellites or space staons and working near human collaborators. However, we also 
expect these results for control of large degree-of-freedom, nonlinear, uncertain 
systems to extend beyond the field of so robocs and human-robot collaboraon. 
Finally, I will outline open quesons that I hope will lead to potenal collaboraons at 
the Biothe Biorobocs Instute at the Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna. 
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